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Featured Application: This study analyzes students’ persistence using their interactions in online
platforms. The analysis of persistence can be useful to gather information in order to better
understand students’ abilities and their possible diculties. This information can also be useful
to provide personalized and adaptative feedback and contents to improve learning.
Abstract: In education, several studies have tried to track student persistence (i.e., students’ ability to
keep on working on the assigned tasks) using dierent definitions and self-reported data. However,
self-reported metrics may be limited, and currently, online courses allow collecting many low-level
events to analyze student behaviors based on logs and using learning analytics. These analyses
can be used to provide personalized and adaptative feedback in Smart Learning Environments. In
this line, this work proposes the analysis and measurement of two types of persistence based on
students’ interactions in online courses: (1) local persistence (based on the attempts used to solve an
exercise when the student answers it incorrectly), and (2) global persistence (based on overall course
activity/completion). Results show that there are dierent students’ profiles based on local persistence,
although medium local persistence stands out. Moreover, local persistence is highly aected by course
context and it can vary throughout the course. Furthermore, local persistence does not necessarily
relate to global persistence or engagement with videos, although it is related to students’ average
grade. Finally, predictive analysis shows that local persistence is not a strong predictor of global
persistence and performance, although it can add some value to the predictive models.
Keywords: persistence; learning analytics; students’ behaviors; prediction
1. Introduction
Smart Learning Environments (SLEs) [1] combine educational technologies, ubiquitous learning,
and learning analytics, among others. One of the objectives of SLEs is to provide more information
(e.g., through dashboards [2]) about students’ behaviors and performance, such as their progress in
the course. With this information, it is possible to develop systems that can provide adaptative and
personalized learning experiences (e.g., provide adaptable materials or scaolding questions if needed,
as in Intelligent Tutoring Systems [3]) and feedback/support [4,5]. Another possible use of SLEs is to
detect situations in which to intervene (e.g., to detect students with diculties, such as risk of dropout,
failure, lack of engagement or motivation, etc.) [6]. Online and blended learning can also benefit from
SLEs, as digital platforms can collect many information about students’ performance, behaviors and
possible diculties.
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Among the possible student diculties, low persistence can be an issue to pay attention to.
Persistence is a personality feature [7], but it can be defined in dierent manners in dierent contexts
even in the educational area. In the educational context, several articles consider persistence as the fact
of staying/continuing a degree to complete it (e.g., [8,9]), thus close to be the opposite for the concept
of dropout. For example, Kimbark et al. [10] considered students were persistent when they enrolled
in the following spring semester. Whitehill et al. [11], in contrast, analyzed persistence at course level
in an online context and they considered that students were persistent when they interacted with the
course at least once a week. Similarly, Crues et al. [12] defined three levels of persistence (low, medium
and high) depending on how many weeks students had worked in the course. Regardless of the scope
of this definition of persistence (at the course or degree level), this definition of persistence aims to
capture to what extent a student keeps on doing an activity in a long period (e.g., course/degree). This
type of definition of persistence is related to activities that last for a long time and it does not explicitly
consider the diculties during the learning process (e.g., specific diculties that occur throughout the
course or degree). As this definition of persistence comprises a long period that can be subdivided for
analyzing persistence (degrees can be subdivided in semesters and courses in weeks), we will refer to
this definition as “global persistence”.
However, for many other authors (e.g., [13,14]), persistence is considered as a synonym of
perseverance so that a student is considered persistent when s/he keeps on working on a task (e.g., an
exercise) after trying to solve it incorrectly [13]. In this case, persistence can be measured using data
from individual exercises. Because of that, we will refer to this type of persistence as “local persistence”.
However, local persistence is not computed for each individual exercise, but an overall value of student
persistence is computed for a set of exercises. Local persistence has not been addressed as many times
as the “global persistence”, but it can also be relevant as some researchers have shown that being
persistent at the local level can lead to better performance. For example, Muenks et al. [7] found that
local persistence could be useful to predict grades, although self-regulated learning, which can also be
related to local persistence [7], and engagement variables achieved higher predictive power. However,
high values of local persistence are not necessarily good because if there is no reflection after trying to
do a task incorrectly, learning might be only superficial [15]. Nevertheless, from an analytical point,
a low local persistence can also be negative since it shows that students lack the ability to face the
problems associated with the tasks they have to do.
In this context, the analysis of local persistence is important to know what the distribution of this
feature among students is, its relationship with other variables or its predictive power with learning
outcomes. Prior research work has mainly identified local persistence through self-reported data
(e.g., [7,14]), but few models have been defined to measure local persistence from students’ events
in a digital platform. This is important because self-reported data might sometimes not reflect the
reality because students might not be aware of their local persistence or they might lie. In these cases,
measurements from student’ events would be more accurate. In online or blended education, students’
interactions with the digital platforms can be used to collect data to measure persistence (global and
local). Particularly, local persistence is measured using interactions with individual exercises in an
online platform (Open edX). We consider that a student with high local persistence is a student who
attempts exercises again and again until the correct solution is obtained. Similarly, we consider that a
student with high global persistence is a student who regularly accesses the course and completes all
the modules (or at least a minimum required). These considerations are used in this article to analyze
dierent interesting aspects related to persistence.
Particularly, there is interest on analyzing the prevalence of local persistence (i.e., how persistence
is distributed among learners). This is relevant to understand how local persistence vary among the
students in a course, and to identify groups of students based on their local persistence. Moreover,
timing considerations are also important, and the evolution of local persistence (i.e., how local
persistence varies when it is computed based on the exercises carried out in dierent time periods, such
as weeks) is useful to understand whether or not students’ behaviors towards attempting exercises
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remain, increase or decrease throughout the course. For example, if local persistence is lower at some
stages of the course, it may mean that students engage later in a course or engage more with some
activities. In this line, Chase [16] identified that local persistence could vary depending on the domain
of expertise of students (e.g., students can be more persistent in tasks they find easier). However,
low local persistence does not necessarily mean that exercises are dicult for the students because,
according to Csikszentmihalyi [17], if exercises are too easy, students may feel bored (and conversely
anxious if dicult), and that may also aect local persistence.
In addition, local persistence can aect or can be aected by other variables. In online courses,
some hypotheses are that local persistence might aect academic achievement and engagement with
videos. Moreover, global and local persistence may also be related to each other. The analysis of
the relationship between local persistence and other variables serves not only to better understand
students’ behaviors but can also contribute to the development of predictive models. These models
can be useful to anticipate what will happen in the course and early predictions can enable timely
interventions. However, for these models, it is important to know which variables influence the
variable to be predicted. For example, if global persistence is predicted, it would be relevant to know if
variables related to activity, videos, local persistence, etc. influence the predictive models.
Considering all the aforementioned issues, the focus of this paper is on the development of a model
to determine local persistence, and the analysis of this local persistence with real data to determine
if adaptation can make sense (based on the type of students and their evolution over time) and if
persistence can be included in early-dropout prediction systems. With this aim, the main beneficiaries
of this paper are researchers on educational technologies and designers of learning analytics systems
who can benefit from the results to implement visual analytics systems, adaptation and prediction.
Nevertheless, teachers and/or students would be indirect beneficiaries of this work as learning analytics
systems would be designed from them.
The objectives of this work are the following:
O1. Propose a model to measure students’ local persistence based on their interactions in a digital
platform with online exercises.
O2. Analyze the prevalence of the local persistence.
O3. Analyze the evolution of local persistence over the time.
O4. Analyze how local persistence is related to global persistence, and other variables about students’
performance and engagement with videos.
O5. Analyze the predictive power of local persistence in predictive models to predict global persistence
and students’ performance.
This paper is an extension of the paper “Analyzing Students’ Persistence using an Event-Based
Model” [18], which was published in the Proceedings of the Learning Analytics Summer Institute
Spain in Vigo, on June 27–28 2019. In that paper, we determined a model to define local persistence and
analyzed the prevalence of local persistence and how local persistence was related to dropout, students’
performance and engagement with videos. In this paper, we have incorporated a redefinition of the
concept of persistence (distinguishing between global and local persistence). With these definitions,
we have included an analysis of local persistence over time, and we have developed predictive models
in dierent stages of the course to forecast global persistence and students’ performance using local
persistence. For these models, which represent a new contribution with respect to our previous
work [18], several common variables in the literature and local persistence have also been used to
analyze the eect of local persistence in predictive models. Therefore, we also contribute with the
analysis of prediction in dierent stages of the course using local persistence as predictor.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of what has been researched
on persistence (global and local); Section 3 describes the methodology of the paper, including the
context and data collection techniques, the variables and measures, and analytical methods; Section 4
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details the model to measure local persistence; the analysis and discussion of the results are provided
in Section 5; finally, the main conclusions are detailed in Section 6.
2. Related Work
Persistence has been defined in dierent ways in educational settings. The main ones are those
related to continue doing an activity in a long period (e.g., course), which is referred here as global
persistence, and those related to the ability of continuing doing a (short-time) task (e.g., exercise) despite
diculties, which is referred here as local persistence. This section overviews the main contributions
for both types of persistence.
2.1. Global Persistence
Global persistence, as it is understood here, is the ability to keep on working on a course/program
in the long term. Following an educational experience has an implicit diculty since the learning
process usually requires some eort. However, global persistence does not usually take into account
specific explicit diculties. Global persistence can be related to dropout (e.g., a student who drops out
a course is not persistent (at the global level) in the course, or a student who do not finish a degree).
In fact, global persistence might be considered a binary variable, and in that case, a student who does
not persist in a course or a degree is usually a dropout. Because of that, this article considers dropout
and global persistence as similar terms. While there can be several specific definitions of dropout [19]
(e.g., a student who drops out a course can be a student who fails a course, does not complete it,
does not frequently interact with it, etc.), it can be said that dropout is related to the absence of certain
actions that should be done in a course in order to complete it and/or succeed at it. Dropout is an
important issue because its rates can sometimes be very high, both at course and academic (whole
degree) level [20].
Several studies have tried to analyze the reasons behind low global persistence and dropout.
Deschacht and Goeman [21] analyzed the eect of using blended learning and concluded that blended
learning had a negative eect on student’s global persistence for adult learners, although it had an
overall positive eect on the passing rates. In addition, Van Houtte and Demanet [22] concluded
that teachers’ beliefs about students’ capability of being taught had a high impact on dropout rates.
Furthermore, other articles, such as [23,24], also analyzed students’ emotions and found that pessimistic
students were more likely to dropout, and anxiety, confusion and frustration were the most correlated
emotions related to dropout.
Current research has also focused on developing predictive models. Forecasting global persistence
and/or dropout is one of the main objectives of predictions in the literature, together with students’
performance [6]. Both dropout (and global persistence) and performance are very related, although
being persistent at the global level does not mean success (good performance) because some students
may engage with all course activities and complete them, but still fail. Burgos et al. [25] predicted
dropout (considering those students who did not complete the activities of the course) using logistic
regression with Moodle data. These authors also evaluated how interventions (send e-mails to and
phone potential dropouts) could reduce dropout rate by 14%. In addition, Gaševic´ et al. [26] also used
Moodle logs to predict learners’ performance in nine undergraduate blended learning courses. Their
analysis showed how important the course context is, as engagement with the Learning Management
System (LMS) and the features used in it could dier between courses. This entails that some variables
could be significant predictors for some courses but not in others because of the course context.
Despite this fact, research has analyzed the predictive power of dierent features in dropout
to discover to what extent they can be good predictors in dierent contexts. Authors have mainly
focused in variables related to activity in an online platform, students’ performance (scores on
summative/formative tasks or courses), engagement with videos, forum activity, and demographics [6]
(although not all variables are always available or analyzed). For example, Jiang and Li [27] predicted
dropout using data from an online course and combining multiple information sources. Particularly,
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they considered variables related to engagement with course assignments, watching videos, accessing
to course objects, wiki and forum. In addition, Márquez-Vera et al. [28] predicted dropout of high school
students. In their case they used variables, such as the Grade Point Average (GPA), demographics
variables, scores on specific subjects, variables taken from instructors’ observations (e.g., attendance,
level of boredom during classes) and other factors, such as level of motivation number of friends, etc.
However, more variables can be introduced and analyzed to see if they can enhance the predictive
power [6]. For example, Moreno-Marcos et al. [29] concluded that variables related to self-regulated
learning could achieve accurate predictions when predicting dropout. In this line, this paper aims
to contribute with the analysis of the predictive power of local persistence when predicting global
persistence and students’ performance (objective O5). This analysis contributes in the analysis of the
variables aecting predictions and in the analysis of how dierent definitions of persistence (global
and local) are related.
2.2. Local Persistence
Many algorithms have identified variables related to students’ personality [30], sentiments [31]
and problems [32], such as heavy work load, among others. One of these possible personality features
is local persistence. Local persistence, sometimes also referred to as perseverance, is the students’
ability to keep on working with eort on a specific task (e.g., an exercise) after facing diculties
(e.g., after getting a wrong answer) [33]. As it is focused on a specific task that can be framed in a
higher-level frame (e.g., course), we name this as local persistence. Depending on the specific task
and context, the possible diculties to address can be very diverse, thus enabling the definition of
dierent ways to calculate persistence. Silvervarg et al. [13] carried out a study with 10-to-12-year-old
students who used a digital educational game. The game was designed to make students face exercises
that were unlikely to be solved, and each time the student failed a question, s/he was presented with
dierent options, which were used to measure students’ local persistence (e.g., continue working,
get an easier exercise, take a break to play a game, etc.). Their study showed that students with
higher local persistence managed to solve tasks at higher diculty levels. Moreover, Eley et al. [14]
analyzed personality profiles from medical students and they found that 60% of them had a profile with
high local persistence and low harm avoidance (personality trait with tendency towards pessimism,
anxiety and worry about problems), which can be important to succeed in medicine.
Furthermore, research has also focused in the analysis of how local persistence can be related to
other personality features and performance. For example, Scherer and Gustafsson [34] found that local
persistence was positively related to openness, and both were useful skills towards creative problem
solving. Furthermore, Chase [16] concluded that there are three motivational factors that lead to local
persistence after failure: (1) have an ego-protective buer (i.e., not perceiving a failure as a result of
lack of ability or intelligence [13]) (2) accept responsibility of failures, and (3) have actionable paths for
making progress (i.e., have tools/resources to continue taking the tasks after failure [13]).
In terms of performance, Scherer and Gustafsson [34] also analyzed the relationship between
local persistence and performance using self-reported data from students in three countries (Australia,
Norway, and Singapore). They found a positive correlation between local persistence and performance
(about 0.3) with a minimal dierence between countries. In addition, Farrington et al. [35] also
concluded that local persistence had a direct relationship with grades. They also found dierences
in the relationship depending on the period of measurement, and the relationship between local
persistence and grades was higher when both variables were measured concurrently.
Despite the fact that these contributions have analyzed local persistence and their relationship with
other variables, one of the limitations of these contributions is that they usually analyze local persistence
from self-reported data (e.g., [7,14,33,34]), and these data may be biased because of learners’ beliefs
and motivations. Few contributions, such as [13,36], measured local persistence based on students’
events. For example, Ventura et al. [36] measured local persistence as the time spent on attempts where
the exercises were not solved correctly. However, these few contributions are dierent from this work
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because the diculties found when solving the tasks, the context, and the way to measure persistence
are also dierent. Silvervarg et al. [13] measured local persistence in an educational game, while this
work focuses on an online course hosted in an educational platform. Furthermore, Ventura et al. [36]
measured local persistence based on time spent when solving riddles (not a course), and they did not
focus on whether or not tasks where eventually solved. Taking this into consideration, in this article,
we aim to contribute with the analysis of local persistence based on students’ interactions in a digital
platform, and we focus on the attempts needed until the student correctly solves the exercise.
This paper innovates with a method to measure local persistence from students’ events collected
from the digital platform based on exercises (objective O1). Moreover, the article also presents a novel
analysis about the prevalence of local persistence (objective O2) and their temporal evolution (evolution
of local persistence over time) (objective O3), the analysis of the relationship between persistence and
other variables, such as global persistence and performance (objective O4) and their predictive power
when forecasting the latter (objective O5).
3. Materials and Methods
This section presents the methodology used to conduct the analysis. First, the context of the
courses taken for the study is described, together with the details of the data collection. Second, the
variables used for the analysis are introduced and how they are measured. Finally, the methods to
conduct the analysis are detailed.
3.1. Context and Data Collection
The analysis of students’ persistence (global and local) was carried out using data from Small
Private Online Courses (SPOCs) [37], oered by Universidad Carlos III de Madrid and hosted on a
local instance of Open edX. These SPOCs serve as a support of face-to-face course and three possible
models of use are defined: (1) SPOCs needed to pass the course or with an important weight in the final
grade, (2) SPOCs that are part of the course (often used to be combined with flipped classroom) but do
not count for the summative evaluation, and (3) SPOCs that are only a recommended support for the
course but that are not mandatory. In total, there are data available from 38 SPOCs, which comprise all
the thematic areas of the studies the university oers, mainly Social Sciences, Formal Sciences and
Engineering. However, the characteristics of each SPOC (e.g., syllabus, purpose, structure, etc.) are
unknown for the purpose of this analysis.
As the SPOCs are hosted in Open edX, data format is defined by edX [38], and there are data about
activity, videos and exercises (SPOCs are mainly designed with just videos and automatic correction
exercises). For the analysis of local persistence, only information about exercises is considered as local
persistence variable is focused on measuring whether or not students continue their exercises after
getting incorrect answers. Thus, only the events produced when submitting the answers of exercises
(“problem check”) are considered. Nevertheless, other events about video-related behaviors (play,
pause and seek video) are considered to gather other variables that are also used in the analyses.
In total, there are data from 38 SPOCs and 3598 students. However, some students were enrolled in
more than one SPOCs, which entails that there are actually 4382 pairs of course-student and 270,182
interactions with exercises.
These exercises can be of many types, such as multiple choice, checkboxes, dropdown, numerical
input ant text input problems. All these formats allow automatic grading, and grades from each
exercise are continuously ranged between 0 to 100%. However, in 95% of cases, exercises are graded in
a binary form (correct/incorrect), as most of the exercises can only accept binary values (e.g., multiple
choice questions can only be correct or incorrect, while checkboxes can allow partial grades depending
on the number of guesses). For the analysis, no information is known about the format of each exercises
and the number of allowed attempts. This is a limitation because, for example, a student cannot be
persistent if exercises only allow one attempt (which is typical in summative exercises), and a student
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is more likely to be persistent in true/false questions where the answer is known once getting feedback
from the first attempt.
3.2. Variables and Measures
This section presents the variables used in the study and how they are measured. First, persistence
in described. In this case, two definitions are used in the paper:
 Global persistence: It is a binary variable to indicate whether or not a student has activity in
the course and/or completes it. It is directly related with the term dropout, as students who do
not complete the course (i.e., they are not persistent in a global sense) can count as a dropout.
As dropout can be measured in many dierent ways and its definition may be sometimes dicult
because some students can be inactive for a period and then continue the course [29], two measures
are considered and discussed throughout the paper.
# Definition related to activity: Students are persistent at the global level if they engage with
the course (i.e., by watching a video and/or attempting an exercise) at least once every
fortnight. In other words, they are not persistent when they do not interact with the course
for two consecutive weeks. As there can be periods where students do not necessarily
need to interact (e.g., public holidays and/or periods where the instructor wants to focus in
other activities dierent from the SPOCs), weeks where less than 10% of students interact
are not considered towards the calculation of global persistence.
# Definition related to completion: Students are persistent at the global level when they
complete most of the exercises, regardless when they complete them. In this case, 75% of
activities need to be completed to be persistent at the global level, although this threshold
could be adaptable in other contexts. In this case, it can be reasonable as it is used in
other well-known platforms, such as MiríadaX (https://miriadax.net/en/faq?faqid=8635212),
which requires completing 75% (and passing, which is not required here) of modules to
get certification of participation. This definition diers the former (definition related to
activity) because this definition focuses on students’ completion of activities (regardless
the period), while the former focuses on accessing the SPOC (regardless activities are done
or not).
 Local persistence: It is a continuous variable that measures to what extent students continue
attempting an exercise until getting the correct answer once they have answered it incorrectly.
It is considered as “local” because it is focused on the atomic unit of an exercise, while global
persistence focuses on the whole course. Section 4 provides more details about the computation
of this variable. For computing this variable, all interactions with exercises are needed to know
the outcome (correct/incorrect) for each attempt and students’ actions after incorrect attempts.
However, lack of details about course context are an important limitation because some contexts
do not allow computing local persistence (e.g., students cannot show persistence if only one
attempt is allowed in the exercise).
In order to alleviate this limitation, the following filtering criterion was applied: exercises that
were only attempted once or twice by all students are removed. Note that if one exercise is not
excluded, there might be students (but not all) who got it right at first or second attempt. This rule
serve to: (1) eliminate true/false exercise (or exercises with only two possible options), (2) eliminate
easy exercises that are always solved correctly with few attempts (they are not useful to show local
persistence), and (3) eliminate exercises where only 1–2 attempts are allowed (e.g., a typical policy is
allowing one attempt for summative exercises). With these filtering, all exercises had a format and
maximum number of attempts that allowed students showing local persistence. Using this criterion,
656 out of 3002 exercises (from 28 SPOCs) were included. If exercises with three attempts at most by all
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students are also excluded, this number is reduced to just 189, which serves to justify that a threshold of
2 (exercises are excluded if all students had two attempts at maximum) can be suitable for this context.
Apart from global and local persistence, other variables are considered for obtaining students’
profiles (see Section 5.1) and for the predictive analysis (related to O5) to predict global persistence
and average grade, which is computed using all the activities of the SPOC. These variables are
provided in Table 1, which provides a short list of variables to avoid losing the focus on local
persistence, but heterogeneous enough (as it contains variables from activity and interactions with
videos and exercises).
Table 1. Features used in the predictive analysis.
Category Variable Description
Activity per_days Percentage of days the student hasaccessed to the platform
Videos per_videos Percentage of completed videos
Exercises per_attempt Percentage of attempted exercisesover the total available
Exercises avg_grade
Average grade of exercises (only
using attempted exercises and all
the attempts)
Persistence local_pers Local persistence (Section 4 givesdetails on how it is computed)
3.3. Analytical Methods
The analysis of persistence (global and local) is conducted using two types of analytical methods:
descriptive models and predictive models. On the one hand, descriptive models are used to analyze
the prevalence of the local persistence and its evolution over time, and to analyze the relationship
between local persistence and other variables about students’ behavior and performance. On the other
hand, predictive models are used to analyze the possible accuracy when predicting global persistence
and students’ performance based on local persistence.
For both analytical methods, R is used, and libraries dplyr and ggplot2 are used for cleaning data
and representing information, respectively. For the predictive models, caret library is also used to
develop the models. Particularly, four well-known algorithms are used: Logistic Regression (LR),
Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Decision Trees (DT). These algorithms are
used for two classification tasks: predicting the global persistence and whether the average grade of
exercises is above a threshold (50% in this case, as it is a typical passing rate).
In order to select the best parameters for the models and evaluate the performance, 10-fold
cross-validation is used. The metric used to evaluate the models is Area Under the Curve (AUC).
This metric indicates the area of the Receive Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, which shows
the relationship between true positive and false positive rates using several threshold settings [6].
Predictive models work better when AUC is higher as AUC means the probability of ranking (i.e., give a
probability of the positive class) a randomly positive instance higher than a randomly negative one [39].
AUC is used as is it a widely used metric, generally appropriate for classification problems involving
students behaviors [40] and avoids some issues other metrics present in imbalanced datasets [41]
(e.g., accuracy can be high even when the model is not good in imbalanced datasets).
4. Description of the Model to Identify Local Persistence
Local persistence in this analysis is related to the extent students keep on trying an exercise
until they get it right after doing it wrong. This section focuses on identifying how to model local
persistence based on students’ interactions with exercises. The aim is to define an overall indicator of
local persistence, although this indicator can be based on the local persistence of individual exercises.
A priori, it is possible to say that student local persistence is minimum if s/he never tries the exercise
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again when s/he gets it wrong (assuming there are no limits in the number of attempts). Similarly, local
persistence is maximum if the student always ends up getting the right answer after trying the exercise
several times. With this idea of local persistence, it does not matter how the student got the correct
answer and/or whether local persistence is good or bad for learning. If a student gets the answers using
a trial and error strategy, it will be probably bad for his learning process (learning will be probably
superficial), but the student is considered to be persistent because s/he always gets the correct answer
(which is our definition of local persistence).
Considering the previous ideas, it is easy to determine when a student is fully persistent at the
local level or not. However, the diculty is how to model the overall local persistence of a student
who may sometimes be considered as persistent and sometimes not. For the computation of local
persistence, the sequence of attempts and the associated results (grades) are considered. For this model,
grades of an exercise can only be 0 or 1. This is because 95% of the rows with course-student-exercise in
all the SPOCs analyzed here (see Section 3.1) are only graded with 0–1. This can also be generalizable
to several learning environments. The remaining 5% (which can include, e.g., checkbox exercises)
has been discretized in 0–1 to be consistent with the rest of the exercises by rounding grades down
(e.g., 0.8 is converted to 0). Taking this into account, Table 2 shows some examples of sequences
(separating grades of attempts by spaces) and the idea of associated local persistence.
Table 2. Sequence of attempts of dierence exercises.
ID Sequence Idea of Local Persistence
1 0
The student is not persistent as s/he does not
try the exercise again (after getting 0) in order
to get correct answer.
2 0 1 The student shows local persistence as s/heattempts the exercise again to get it right.
3 0 0 0 0 0 1
The student shows local persistence and s/he
shows more local persistence than in case 2 as
s/he needed a lot of attempts until getting the
answer right.
4 0 0 0 0
The student shows certain local persistence as
s/he has tried the exercise several times, but
s/he has not got the correct answer. Local
persistence should be greater than in case 1
but smaller than in cases 2 and 3.
Table 2 shows that although the outcome of the exercise may be the same, the local persistence the
student shows in each case is dierent because in some cases the student tried to do the exercise more
times and showed to be more persistent despite the diculties. Considering this fact, the following
assumptions have been made for the model:
 If students get the answer right in the first attempt, no local persistence is shown because there
is not a situation where an answer is incorrect (i.e., there is not a diculty the student should
address) and the student should decide whether attempting the exercise again or not (to show
local persistence). However, this fact does not mean that students are not persistent. Therefore,
events where the answer is correct in the first attempt are excluded. Similarly, re-attempts of
correct exercises are excluded because the student already got the correct answer.
 Students show more local persistence if they need more attempts to solve the exercise, but they
should not be penalized if they solve the exercise with few attempts.
With these assumptions, the aim is to define an indicator of local persistence in the range 0–1
for the learner local persistence. One initial question is how to consider the sequence of attempts of
each exercise for the overall value of local persistence. One possible approach is to compute a value
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of local persistence for each exercise and calculate the average for all of them. The limitation of this
approach is that it does not allow weighting the exercises easily so that exercises where the students
show more local persistence have a higher weight. For example, in Table 2, a student will get the
maximum value of the maximum local persistence (1) in both cases 2 and 3 because s/he has attempted
the exercises until getting the correct answer. However, the student “shows” more local persistence in
case 3 because s/he needed more attempts and s/he has been persistent after incorrect answers more
times. In order to weight the exercises depending on the local persistence showed, local persistence is
computed as a single fraction, where the numerator and denominator increase every time the student
shows local persistence in each exercise. If more local persistence is shown (e.g., case 3), more units
will be added to both numerator and denominator to give more importance to the exercise. This way,
this model will increment one unit in the numerator and denominator each time the student attempts
an exercise once s/he has got the exercise incorrectly at least once. Equation (1) shows how to compute
local persistence. Note that this equation computes the local persistence at student level considering
the set of exercises s/he has done (pair “student-set of exercises”), but not for the pair “student-exercise”
nor for the triple “student-exercise-attempt”. Thus, there are no values of persistence associated to
each exercise, but only an overall local persistence for each student:
Local Persistence =
Pi=n
i=1 min(attemptsi   1, stop)Pi=n
i=1 [min(attemptsi   1, stop) + penalty(1  gradei)]
(1)
Equation (1) contains the following variables:
 n: Indicates the number of exercises the student has attempted.
 i: Represents a particular exercise the student has attempted. For example, i = 1 represents the
first exercise the student took in the SPOC.
 attemptsi: Indicates the total number of times the student tried exercise i. The equation has the
term attemptsi   1 to exclude the first attempt, as no persistence is shown in that time (as the
student does not decide whether continue or not after diculties)
 gradei: Binary value which indicates whether the student managed to get the correct answer of
exercise i (grade = 1, the maximum grade) or not (grade = 0). For exercises which may admit
partial grades (e.g., checkboxes), grade = 1 if the exercise is totally correct and grade = 0 otherwise.
 penalty: Variable to penalize when students do not get the correct answer of the exercise. This
way, when the answer is correct, the numerator is not changed, but the denominator is increased
to decrease the overall value of local persistence. When the answer is correct, as grade = 1,
the penalty is avoided.
 stop: Represents the maximum number of attempts that can be summed for each exercise. This
is used to avoid single exercises with many attempts have a huge weight that may make local
persistence to be high even when students never attempt incorrect exercises.
In the equation, there are two values that need to be fixed beforehand, and their values may
depend on the specific context. These variables are penalty and stop. The idea of the penalty is that it
represents the number of attempts needed to compensate an event of non-persistence so as to make the
overall local persistence 0.5. For example, if the penalty is 1, if one student gets 0 in one exercise and 1
in another one in the second attempt (sequence 0–1), local persistence would be 0.5. When choosing
this value, one should think that low penalties allow overcoming non-persistent events easily while
very high values would require showing very high local persistence to overcome those events. In this
case, as most exercises with more than two options are answered with 3 (71%) or 4 (82%) attempts at
most, a penalty of 4 was chosen so that non-persistent events are compensated with two exercises with
three options at most where the students get the answer in the last attempt. Nevertheless, this value
can be context and methodology dependent and can be adapted in each scenario.
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With regard to stop, it is used to avoid single exercises having excessive weight in the equation,
and it would represent the maximum local persistence that you can show in an exercise (e.g., if stop
is 10, an exercise with 10 attempts will have the same contribution into the local persistence as an
exercise with 11 attempts, same as with 12 attempts, etc.). In this scenario, stop is set as 10 although
results barely aected since only 860 out of 58,217 (1.5%) of exercises have four or more attempts.
Nevertheless, it is included as it may be relevant in other courses where there are more open exercises
and students may need more attempts to solve the exercises.
Using Equation (1), Table 3 shows the values of accumulated local persistence for the sequences
presented in Table 2, together with the attempts and grade for each exercise (attemptsi and gradei). In this
table, exercises are supposed to be taken sequentially (ID1, ID2, ID3 and ID4) and local persistence is
updated with each exercise, as the set of exercises done is updated (i.e., local persistence in row 1 is
computed when the student has only done exercise 1, in row 2 when s/he has done exercises 1 and
2, and so forth). Values show how local persistence is reasonably increased when students attempt
incorrect exercises until getting the right answer and decreases when they give in.
Table 3. Example of computation of local persistence.
ID Sequence Attempts Grade Local Persistence (Accumulated)
1 0 1 0 0/4 = 0
2 0 1 2 1 (0+ 1)/(4+ 1) = 1/5 = 0.2
3 0 0 0 0 01 6 1
(0+ 1+ 5)/(4+ 1+ 5) = 6/10 = 0.6
4 0 0 0 0 4 0 (0+ 1+ 5+ 3)/(4+ 1+ 5+ 7) = 9/17 = 0.53
5. Results
In this section, the analyses to achieve the objectives stated in Section 1 and the discussion of the
results are presented. First, the analysis of the prevalence of local persistence is discussed. Afterwards,
the analysis of the evolution of local persistence over time is provided. Next, the relationship between
the local persistence and other variables is detailed. Finally, the predictive analysis of dropout and
student performance is presented.
5.1. Analysis of Prevalence of Local Persistence
The first question is about how local persistence is distributed among the students in the SPOCs
(i.e., prevalence). In order to evaluate this, the model to determine local persistence, presented in
Section 4 has been used. Figure 1 provides the histogram of local persistence. This histogram reflects
that most of the students had either a fair/moderate local persistence (between 0.3 and 0.7) or the
maximum local persistence (local persistence above 0.9). Among the 3062 pairs of course-student
where local persistence was considered after filtering exercises, there were 432 cases where the student
always got the answer right and thus there was no information about local persistence. From the 2630
remaining cases, 1216 (33%) cases represented students who were occasionally persistent at the local
level, i.e., their local persistence was between 0.3 and 0.7. Among those learners, most of them were
between 0.4 and 0.5. Moreover, there were 988 (32%) with very high local persistence (above 0.9) while
there were only 155 (5%) students with low local persistence (below 0.3). The mean of local persistence
was 0.70, and the median was 0.67, which means that many students did not give up when they faced
diculties with an exercise and kept on trying the exercise. The high prevalence of local persistence
might be due to the considered context since most exercises did not have many possible options so
these types of exercises might have engaged students to make dierent attempts until they succeed
since they knew they could get the correct answer with a relative low eort.
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Figure 1. Histogra it t le ce of the local per istence.
In order to delve into the prevalenc f l l istence, several profiles of students were
identified. Thes profiles were identified using the clustering al orithm K-Means d merged dataset
including variables related to in ractions with exercis s (per_attempt and avg_grade) nd videos
(per_videos). As n t all students interacted wi h videos and exercis s, the m rged dataset had 2544
pairs or course-student (after removing the 432 cas s with undefined local p rsistence). Particularly,
five profiles (related to five clusters) were identified. The choice of five clusters was made empirically
so as to obtain the most visible and clearly distinguishable student profiles. Table 4 provides the
average value of the variables in each cluster, and the range between percentile 5 and 95 of local
persistence (lp_5_95). The range of values and percentiles of local persistence for each profile can be
observed in Figure 2. What follows is a description of each profile:
 Profile 1 (n = 307). They are the students who most complete videos and attempt exercises on
average, and the grade of the exercises they attempt is 0.84 on average, which is good. However,
their local persistence is 0.53 on average. This means that they have their exercises right at
first attempt many often (67% of times) so their average grade is good, but they are not always
persistent at the local level. In fact, from the 33% of exercises they have it wrong at first attempt,
they eventually solve correctly 16%, which means that they are persistent at the local level about
half of the times.
 Profile 2 (n = 594). They are students with very high local persistence and average grade in the
exercises they try. This means that they want to complete what they start. However, they engage
with few exercises and videos on average. Instructors should motivate these students to engage
more with the SPOC.
 Profile 3 (n = 578): They are good students. They have very high local persistence and average
grade, which means that they almost always complete the exercises they start. They also complete
a significant part of the SPOC on average, although they could engage with more videos/exercises.
 Profile 4 (n = 604): They are students with medium local persistence (average is 0.52 and most
values are between 0.32 a 0.71) and their average grade is 0.86, which is good. They engage with
about 40% of videos and exercises. Therefore, this is a group of average students, which engage
with parts of the SPOC and get many exercises right at first attempt (69% on average), but they
may not care so much about getting everything correct if their average grade is high. They are
similar to Profile 1, although they engage with less part of the SPOC on average.
 Profile 5 (n = 461): They are the most critical students. Their local persistence is relatively low on
average (0.39), and the third quartile is only 0.5. Moreover, these students only engage with 16%
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of videos and exercises of the SPOC. Their average grade is the lowest among all profiles (0.76).
These students get 58% of the exercises right at first attempt, but they only eventually complete
72% of the exercises (an additional 14%), which means that they do not usually keep on trying
their exercises to get the correct answer. Instructors should try to motivate them to work harder
on the SPOC to engage with more activities and complete the exercises they start.
Table 4. Students’ profiles based on their local persistence and interactions with videos/exercises.
Profile No. Students (%) Local_Pers Per_Attempt Per_Videos Avg_Grade lp_5_95
1 307 (12%) 0.53 0.62 0.62 0.84 0.33–0.77
2 594 (23%) 0.96 0.16 0.16 0.94 0.71–1.00
3 578 (23%) 0.95 0.50 0.50 0.96 0.73–1.00
4 604 (24%) 0.52 0.40 0.40 0.86 0.32–0.71
5 461 (18%) 0.39 0.16 0.16 0.76 0.00–0.60
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Figure 2. Boxplot of local persistence for each profile.
These profiles show that there were very dierent behaviors in relation to the local persistence.
This could motivate the design and development of adaptive tools depending on the dierent students’
profiles. Moreover, there was a considerable percentage of students with low interactions with very
high/low local persistence (profiles 2 and 5). In those cases, local persistence was less significant,
particularly for those learners with low local persistence, as they may have been sampling the exercises
without the intention to complete them. For other profiles with low-medium local persistence,
further work should be done to analyze what kind of interventions could be done to increase their
local persistence.
5.2. Analysis of the Evolution of Local Persistence over Time
In the previous section, local persistence wa evaluated using al the available interactions.
However, it is also relevant to discover whether or not students can be more/less persistent at the local
level in some parts of the course. In order to delve into this issue, the evolution of local persistence over
the time has been computed. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the local persistence over the 16 weeks of
the SPOCs taken in the first semester in 2018/2019. From the 13 SPOCs taken in that semester, only the
six in which there were interactions in the first two weeks and in the last two weeks are considered
(i.e., SPOCs whose interactions do not comprise the whole semester are excluded), although there
can be intermediate weeks where no student attempts the exercises. The rest of them are excluded
for this analysis as they are probably designed for a specific part of the course and they do not allow
evaluating local persistence during the whole semester.
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Figure 3a shows that the local persistence evolves over the time. In fact, the mean of the standard
deviation of students’ local persistence over time is 0.24, which implies that there are considerable
variations over time. Figure 3 also shows that the local persistence was higher at the beginning of
the course and around week 10, but there is not a clear trend of the evolution depending on the time.
Moreover, Figure 3b indicates that local persistence can be highly course dependent as the evolution of
the local persistence was highly aected by the course. This reinforces the idea that the course context
is very important to understand students’ behaviors, as suggested in [26]. Nevertheless, some patterns
were also identified. For example, local persistence decreases in most of the courses after the first
week, as it also happens in Figure 3a. Furthermore, there were some courses (e.g., E, F) whose local
persistence was 1 (or almost 1) for several weeks. In these cases, it may happen that either the exercises
of certain modules had a limited number of options, so students eventually got the correct answer,
or part of the SPOC was an important part of the evaluation, so students were extrinsically encouraged
to be persistent.
Despite the evolution of local persistence seen in Figure 3b, Figure 3c shows that the number of
learners interacting with the SPOC (and aecting the computation of local persistence) has significant
changes over time. There are some weeks with many students interacting and others where no student
interacts (they are represented with  1 in logarithmic scale). This fact can be more related to global
persistence, as it is shown that many students are not persistent in their use of the SPOC. While
this issue would also require further analysis by instructors to ensure that students engage with the
SPOC, this fact can also aect the evolution of local persistence over time as the number of students to
compute the local persistence each week is dierent. In addition, the number of exercises involved in
the computation of persistence (after filtering) each week is presented in Figure 3d. This figure also
shows that there are significant dierences on the number of exercises taken each week between the
courses (because of the course design); this fact may also aect the computation of local persistence.
In order to alleviate the issue of dierent students interacting each week in the computation of
weekly local persistence, we took the students who had engaged in all the periods during the semester
to analyze the evolution of their local persistence over time. The analysis showed that not many
students engaged with the SPOC at least once a month, as only 115 students from only two SPOCs
(about 14% of students taking SPOCs in the first semester), B and D, did so. In the rest of the SPOCs,
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nobody engaged at least once in all months. In fact, out of the 901 students taking SPOCs in the first
semester, only 334 engaged with the SPOC at least once in two months and 212 in three out of the
four months of the course (September-December, both included). Considering the 115 students who
interacted in all months (from courses B and D), Figure 4 shows the evolution of local persistence
over months. Results show that even when the students are the same, there are significant changes in
local persistence. Moreover, evolution of local persistence over time in course B is totally opposite
from course D (which contains most of the 115 students taking either course B or D). These results
have two implications: 1) students’ local persistence may evolve over the time, and 2) students’ local
persistence can be highly course dependent (i.e., changes in the contents, materials, etc. can aect local
persistence). Taking these findings into account, instructors should think about the best design for
their courses to ensure that all activities are challenging and engaging enough so that students feel
motivated to do their best to get the correct answers.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 24 
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5.3. Relationship between Local Persistence and Global Persistence, Students’ Performance and Engagement
with Videos
Many researchers have analyzed which variables aect dropout [6] and they have proposed
predictive models to forecast which learners will drop out the course (e.g., Feng et al. [42]). This fact is
particularly relevant because of the high dropout rates usually reported in the courses, or even in the
academic programs [43]. The first part of the analysis in this subsection aims to discover if there is a
relationship between local persistence and dropout (i.e., global persistence). In this case, dropout is
analyzed following the definition of global persistence related to completion (a student has dropped
out and s/he is not persi ten at the global level if s/he has not completed at ast 75% of the exercises
of the SPOC). This way, t e analysis serve to analyze the relationship between local and global
persistence. For this analysis, o ly the first sem ster of the academic year 2018/2019 is considered. In
order to analyze the relatio ship between l cal and global persistence/dropout, a boxplot was m de
using these two variables (see Figure 5). This figure shows that local persistence of students who do
not drop out the course is similar to those who drop out. The mean of local persistence for both groups
is 0.71 and 0.68, respectively. The dierence of local persistence, evaluated through the Mann-Whitney
test, was not statistically significant (p-value = 0.25). This implies that local and global persistence are
not necessarily related, and local persistence does not mean completion. A possible reason is because
local persistence is only measured with the attempted exercises, and students may try to complete the
exercises they attempt (even using brute force if necessary) but they may stop using the SPOC at some
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point. Another possible reason is that exercises might not be discriminative enough in terms of local
persistence because if they have few options to select, students can get the answers by using brute
force. Other reasons may be due to the course context, as context can aect local persistence (as seen in
Section 5.2, and it matches with Gaševic´ et al. [26]). However, further research should be done to delve
into the possible reasons.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 24 
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Figure 6a illustrates that the average grade has clear positive relationship with local persistence as
the average grade tends to be higher when local persistence is higher. In fact, the Pearson correlation
coecient is 0.55 (p-value < 10 3, 95% confidence interval between 0.53 and 0.58), which is a moderate
correlation, according to Dance and Reidy [44]. While average grade fluctuates more for students with
low local persistence, i.e., there can be students with low local persistence with high grades and more
variance is presented, students with high local persistence usually achieve good grades. Nevertheless,
there are some cases of students with high local persistence but low grades. As the average grade
is only computed with attempted exercises, this means that students had a very poor performance
on exercises where the number of attempts is limited (which are excluded in the calculation of local
persistence but not to compute the average grade). This implies that there may be cases where students
can be persistent at the local level by using brute force to solve the exercises, but they are not actually
learning, and grade may also not reflect learning. Thus, local persistence does not necessarily mean
learning, although it means perseverance. However, the trend is that the average grade is more positive
as local persistence increases. This suggests that while local persistence is not crucial for success, it can
be beneficial for the student and having good local persistence can lead to high performance, provided
that the student reflects on the questions and do not guess the answers to the exercises by brute force.
In the latter case, persistence may not have eect on learning unless the student eventually understands
why the solution is the option s/he eventually guessed. In order to analyze this issue, further work
could be done. For example, a pre-test and post-test can be added to analyze how learning gains are
related to persistence, and how possible patterns of using brute force to solve exercises are related to
more or less increase in knowledge.
In contrast, when analyzing the relationship between local persistence and percentage of completed
videos, Figure 6b show that there is no relationship between both variables, and the correlation is
almost 0 (p-value = 0.42, 95% confidence interval between  0.05 and 0.02), which implies there is
no association between the variables. This means that although completing videos is an indicator of
perseverance and work in the SPOC, it is not related to local persistence, as defined here in relation to
attempts in exercises. There are students that can be very engaged in watching videos but they are not
engaged with the exercises and they are not persistent enough (at the local level) to complete them
(with correct answers), and there can be other students that use the SPOC to practice with exercises,
but they are not interested in watching the videos. Thus, engagement with dierent course materials
can be dierent, and instructors should highlight the importance of all the parts they want to ensure
students actually cover in the SPOC.
5.4. Prediction of Global Persistence and Students’ Performance Using Local Persistence
In the previous section, local persistence was compared to global persistence and students’
performance in a descriptive way. However, it is also interesting to analyze whether or not local
persistence can enhance predictive models. In order to solve this question, several predictive models are
developed to predict the following dependent variables (see Section 3 for definitions): (1) dropout/global
persistence related to activity, (2) dropout/global persistence related to completion, and (3) success,
defined as obtaining a grade greater than or equal to 5.0 out of 10 (typical passing rate in Spain). For
these dependent variables, three models are developed for each algorithm (from those presented in
Section 3.3). The first one includes all the interactions except for local persistence (INT), the second one
only includes local persistence (PER) and the third one includes all variables (ALL).
For the variable of local persistence, as it is not defined for all learners (because some students
have only engaged in activities with two attempts at maximum and/or they have got all the exercises
right), mean imputation with a dummy has been used [45], which is a simple well-known imputation
technique (used in many articles, e.g., [45,46]). This consists of having a dummy variable containing 0
or 1 depending on if the local persistence is available, and a second variable with the value of local
persistence. If the dummy variable is 0, the second variable contains the mean of local persistence
among students. For the analysis, the 13 SPOCs from the first semester of the academic year 2018/2019
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are considered. As the course has 16 weeks (from the beginning of September 2018 to mid-December
2018) and it is desirable to achieve the earliest predictions as possible, the analysis contains the evolution
of the predictive powers over the 16 weeks of the course. Figure 7 presents the results of the predictive
models. Results are presented using the variables introduced in Section 3.3 and algorithms DT and
RF, which are the algorithms that achieve the worse and better predictive power (using all variables),
respectively. LR and SVM are omitted to make Figure 7 easier to read, but their predictive power is
between the ones achieved by DT and RF when using all variables, and it is similar to the one obtained
with these algorithms when only persistence is included.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 24 
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going to complete 75% of the activities ith an C over 0.8 (good) from week 3 and an AUC over
0.9 (excellent) from week 6 (Figure 7b). In terms of success, it is possible to predict with AUC over
0.8 from week 1 and over 0.9 from week 5 (Figure 7c). This means that it is possible to obtain early
predictions so instructors can identify the problems and try to adapt the contents of the SPOC and/or
motivate students to engage with the SPOC more often.
In contrast, the predictive power of the global persistence/dropout related to activity is worse
(Figure 7a), and AUC is not even 0.8 at the end of the course. A possible reason lies on the course
context. As the context of each course is unknown, there is no information about when students should
engage with the SPOC. For example, it may be possible that a SPOC is designed for only a specific part
of the course. In that case, students do not need to engage all the weeks and that may cause some
students are considered dropouts because they do not engage with the course in the weeks when they
do not really need to engage with. This fact entails that the definition of global persistence/dropout
needs to be adapted to each context and in this case, a definition related to completion can be better as
students should ventually do the activities even wh n the time fra ing can dier. Nevertheless, this
definition may not be perfect if e.g., some exercises are optional and not all students should engage
with them.
With regard to the local persistence, its predictive wer by itself (i.e., using o ly this var able) for
the three variables (dropout related to activity, dropout related to completion, and success) is low. It can
add some information as the AUC is higher than 0.5 (except for the dropout related to completion)
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but local persistence is not a strong predictor. When comparing the model with and without local
persistence, results show that local persistence only slightly improves the model in some cases (e.g., RF
in dropout related to activity), but the improvement is low. However, it is possible that local persistence
does not significantly enhance the models because other variables capture most of the information.
In order to analyze this issue, several models have been developed using local persistence with
other single variables. These models have been developed using the Random Forest (RF) algorithm,
as it the best and most consistent algorithm among the four algorithms when predicting the three
dependent variables (according to the previous analysis) and it also outperforms other algorithms in
other related papers (e.g., [29,47]). The variables used in each model are presented in Table 5. There is
one model for each single variable plus local persistence (and the dummy variable used, as explained
before), and a model including all variables. Models have been developed using the data until half of
the course (week 8) since the predictive power is good enough at that moment and these models can
be used for early predictions. Taking this into account, the importance of variables has been evaluated
using the Mean Decrease Gini, which is often used to evaluate importance in RF [48]. The relative
importance of each variable in each model for the three dependent variables is presented in Figure 8.
Table 5. Models used in the predictive analysis.
Name Variables
ALL per_days/per_videos/avg_grade/per_attempt/local_pers(+dummy variable)
DAY per_days/local_pers (+dummy variable)
ATT per_attempt/local_pers (+dummy variable)
VID per_videos/local_pers (+dummy variable)
AVG avg_grade/local_pers (+dummy variable)
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variable, local persistence has an important weight in the relative importance, which means that
local persistence can be used to improve the predictive models with respect to models with single
variables. The only exception is in the case of the mod l with local persistence and per_attempt (ATT),
and particularly when predicting dropout related to completing and success. In these cases, it can be
observed that local persistence has little importance (less than 13%, including the dummy variable) on
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the model. The percentage of attempted exercises is also the best predictor in all the models where it is
used, and it has a high relative importance when predicting dropout related to completion and success.
This means that completing activities is very important to be successful. In addition, given that these
variables are measured in the first half of the course, the high importance of the per_attempt means
that the interactions in the first weeks can be critical for the rest of the course, and students who do not
interact in the first weeks may not engage in later stages.
However, the fact that per_attempt achieves a high predictive power by itself (e.g., this variable
achieves a predictive power of 0.91 when predicting success and dropout related to completion in week
8 with just that variable) may entail that models barely improve when other variables are added to that
variable (as happened in Figure 7 with local persistence). Nevertheless, when this variable is omitted
(models DAY, VID and AVG), it can be seen that local persistence has a considerable importance, and it
can add value to the models. The predictive power of local persistence is not high by itself, but local
persistence can be useful when little information is available as it can improve the predictive power
(e.g., the predictive power of per_days when predicting dropout related to completion in week 8 is 0.72
and it increases to 0.76 when adding local persistence, and the predictive power of avg_grade when
predicting success in week 8 is 0.67 and it increases to 0.71 when adding local persistence), although the
improvement is not very high.
6. Conclusions
This work introduces definitions of global and local persistence and presents a novel method
to determine students’ local persistence using low-level events. This model can identify the local
persistence of a student on the scale 0–1, taking into account if a student keeps on trying an exercise s/he
failed until solving it correctly. The model could be used with several educational platforms provided
that the number of exercises and attempts on them per student are available. However, this model
could be customized if the educational context is known. This model was applied to compute students’
local persistence in 28 SPOC. The analysis of the prevalence of local persistence allows identifying
several profiles. Most students have either a fair/moderate local persistence (between 0.3 and 0.7) or
a high local persistence (above 0.9). Results allowed identifying two profiles of students with low
engagement but with very dierent values (very high or relatively low) of local persistence. In both
groups, students attempt very few exercises; however, in one group students almost always finish
what they attempt, unlike in the other group. Instructors should try to motivate students that belong
to these two groups so that they complete the activities they attempt. There are also groups in which
students get high grades because they get many exercises correct at the first attempt, although they are
not persistent at the local level.
The analysis of the evolution of local persistence over time shows that although local persistence
is part of students’ personality, it can be highly aected by the course design (in line with what
suggested [26,35]) and it can fluctuate over the weeks in a course. This suggests that instructors may
need to reflect about the intended local persistence in their course design to try to motivate students to
be more persistent, even when the exercises do not have limited options and students may need more
eort to solve them.
When local persistence is compared to other variables, results also show that there is no statistically
significant dierence in terms of local persistence between persistent students at the global level and
students who drop out the course. This can happen, e.g., when students attempt few exercises and/or
use trial and error strategies. No relationship is found between watching videos and local persistence
either. In contrast, the average grade is positively related with local persistence, as also found in [34,35].
However, there are cases where the average grade is low but the local persistence is high, which
probably means that students are not learning, but getting the right answers by brute force instead. For
those cases, educators should try make students reflect after each attempt so that they can learn from
their mistakes and try to use these to get to the correct answer. For example, feedback messages could
be provided after incorrect answers to make students reflect and/or the exercise could be blocked for a
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while (e.g., a few minutes) to give student time to think about how to solve the exercise. In any case,
it would also be important that educators would encourage their students to complete all the exercises
to grasp the course contents.
In addition, local persistence can slightly improve predictive models. When predicting global
persistence/dropout and average grade, the percentage of attempted exercises is a prominent variable
(as it also happened in [29]) and can achieve good results by itself. This limits the predictive power of
other variables. However, when the percentage of attempted exercises is not used, local persistence
can add certain value to the models. Predictive models also show that accurate early predictions can be
achieved in the first weeks of the course. This would allow instructors to make decisions that can have
an impact on learners. Global persistence related to activity is an exception for these early predictions.
The lessons learned from this research can be useful for educational technology researchers
or designers of learning analytics solutions. These stakeholders will be able to use the definition
of local persistence proposed in this paper (or an adapted version if needed) when they design a
learning analytics dashboard to provide information to students and teachers (e.g., profiles based
on local persistence) and can also make some personalization decisions based on the conducted
analyses (e.g., personalizing depending on the clusters of students obtained). In addition, results of the
predictive analysis can provide insights to be used when designing early warning systems to alert
students at-risk of dropout or failure. While these results are directly applicable to learning analytics
designers, they can also indirectly benefit teachers and students, as learning analytics systems will be
designed targeting students (e.g., showing information about students’ behaviors and possible risks
of dropout).
This research has also some limitations that are worth mentioning. First, the results obtained
might be tied to the specific context. In our case, the typology and maximum number of attempts for
each specific exercise are unknown. This is a very important limitation because for example, it is easier
to be persistent (at the local level) when exercises have a limited set of answers (e.g., multiple-choice
questions) than in open-ended questions (e.g., numeric answer). Indeed, in our case, most exercises
have a limited number of answers so this could explain higher values of local persistence. For this
analysis, some filters are included to alleviate this issue, but the ideal case would be having information
about this. In addition, the limitation on the number of possible answers entailed that persistence
could not be calculated for many of the learners, which limited the analysis and the use of local
persistence in predictive models (as imputation had to be used for missing values in several students).
Furthermore, another limitation is related to the way local persistence is computed. As local persistence
is a subjective characteristic of students, several ways to measure it could be presented, and each one
could have its advantages and disadvantages. The measure in this paper can give an idea of how
persistent the student is in the exercises s/he has done, but for example, it does not consider what s/he
has not done, and the model does not take into account how the exercises are solved (e.g., a trial and
error strategy is a bad strategy). While the last limitation is out of the scope of this article, it would also
be interesting to analyze it in future models.
As future work, in relation to the aforementioned limitations, it would be relevant to analyze
local persistence in educational platforms where information about the context and methodology is
known. Furthermore, it could be possible to add a corrective factor for non-attempted exercises and
exercises where there is no reflection between attempts (e.g., elapsed time between attempts is very
short). In addition, it would be relevant to use the model in courses where students may usually need
more attempts and grades are not typically binary (0/1). Moreover, it would be interesting to delve
into the profiles of local persistence. For example, it would be interesting to include other variables,
such as the type of resources, in the clustering analysis to discover whether dierent students can
be more persistent at the local level in dierent kinds of activities. In addition, the analysis of the
evolution of local persistence of time could be extended by analyzing longer periods than a week
and using sliding windows of time. Furthermore, a more detailed analysis could be done to explore
the relationship between local persistence and other variables related to students’ behaviors and
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performance, and the types of exercises/resources. Finally, it would also be important to analyze which
factors can increase/decrease persistence (at the global and at the local levels) and provide instructors
information about the persistence so that they can analyze possible interventions that can enhance
students’ persistence and see if that can have a positive eect on their overall learning.
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